Here, we present MultiProt, a fully automated highly efficient technique to detect multiple structural alignments of protein structures. MultiProt finds the common geometrical cores between input molecules. To date, most methods for multiple alignment start from the pairwise alignment solutions. This may lead to a small overall alignment. In contrast, our method derives multiple alignments from simultaneous superpositions of input molecules. Further, our method does not require that all input molecules participate in the alignment. Actually, it efficiently detects high scoring partial multiple alignments for all possible number of molecules in the input. To demonstrate the power of MultiProt, we provide a number of case studies. First, we demonstrate known multiple alignments of protein structures to illustrate the performance of MultiProt. Next, we present various biological applications. These include: (1) a partial alignment of hinge-bent domains; (2) identification of functional groups of G-proteins; (3) analysis of binding sites; and (4) protein-protein interface alignment. Some applications preserve the sequence order of the residues in the alignment, whereas others are order-independent. It is their residue sequence order-independence that allows application of MultiProt to derive multiple alignments of binding sites and of protein-protein interfaces, making MultiProt an extremely useful structural tool. Proteins 2004;56:143-156.
INTRODUCTION
The protein structure analysis task has become especially acute with the increase in the number of determined protein structures. It is essential to develop appropriate methods so that structural analysis be as effective as possible. However, currently structural analysis is not as advanced as sequence analysis. For example, methods to characterize a family of protein structures are still largely lacking. In sequence analysis, multiple characteristics of sequence families are utilized in sequence profiles, Hidden Markov Models etc.
1,2 Structural analysis requires approaches in the same spirit. One of the major ingredients for this task is a method for accurate multiple structural alignment. Many methods have been proposed to solve the pairwise structural alignment of protein molecules. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] For comprehensive reviews see Lemmen & Lengauer 8 and Eidhammer et al. 9 However, for a family of structures, an analysis using pairwise structural alignment methods is inadequate. Despite this need, there are only a few methods that address the multiple structure alignment problem.
Let us define the Multiple STructural Alignment (MSTA) problem. There are several points that should be considered for a proper definition:
First, an important aspect of any multiple alignment is a detection of a subset of molecules that are more similar than a whole input set. Consider an example where among 100 input molecules there are 40 structurally similar molecules from family "A," 50 structurally similar molecules from family "B," and 10 additional molecules, which are structurally dissimilar to any other molecule in the input. A multiple alignment which aligns all 100 molecules would probably detect at most one secondary structure element which appears in all 100 structures. Therefore it is very important for a multiple alignment method to be able to recognize two sets "A", "B" from the 100 structures.
Second, there might be only a sub-structure (motif, domain) that is similar between some molecules. Families "A" and "B" may have a common structurally similar motif. Thus, partial similarities between the input molecules should also be reported by a MSTA method.
However, the number of all possible solutions could be exponential in the number of input molecules. For example, consider proteins that contain ␣-helices. Each pair of ␣-helices could be structurally aligned (at least partially, if they are different in their lengths). Any combination of ␣-helices from different molecules gives us some solution to the MSTA problem. The number of such combinations is exponential. Thus, it is not practical to output (even if the algorithm is capable of detecting) all possible solutions. The MSTA problem indeed has been proved to be computationally a hard one even in the one-dimensional space for the case of an exact congruence (zero error matching between the points). 10 As in the case of multiple sequence alignment, one may apply a center-star approach. One, center, molecule is selected, usually the one which is structurally the closest to the rest of the molecules. Then, all other structures are joined into a multiple alignment based on their pairwise alignments with the center structure. 11, 12 However, such an approach has some limitations. First, it does not detect small common motifs. A detection of small motifs is analogous to a local alignment, while the center-star approach, in essence, builds a global alignment. Second, the approach does not recognize structurally similar subsets.
Another approach to multiple alignment is to apply a hierarchical combination of sub-multiple alignments. For example, the tree-progressive alignment. 13, 14 The structures are iteratively aligned according to a distance tree. Therefore, first the most similar structures are aligned, then the process proceeds to less similar molecules. An advantage of such approaches is their capability to detect sub-set alignments of structurally different families. However, since at each stage of the hierarchical alignment only one, the best, solution is selected, the methods cannot detect small structurally similar motifs. Figure 1 (a) shows a simple example where a straightforward application of a pairwise alignment method will fail to recognize a pattern common to more than two sequences/structures.
The MUSTA algorithm 15, 16 tries to solve the multiple structural alignment problem without using pairwise alignments and dealing with multiple molecules simultaneously. The method is based on the Geometric Hashing technique. This technique was successfully applied in docking algorithms 17, 18 and in a number of pairwise structure alignment methods. 6, 19 One of the strengths of this technique is its efficiency and independence of the order of the structural features representing the molecules. However, there are several disadvantages inherent to the MUSTA algorithm. First, the algorithm requires that all input molecules participate in the multiple structural alignment, i.e., the algorithm cannot detect the structural cores between a non-predefined subset of the input molecules. Second, its runtime is practical only for sets of about 10 -15 molecules.
A combination of sequence properties and structural information is used in the SPratt method 20 which discovers local packing motifs in a number of protein structures. For each residue the method describes its spatial neighborhood as a string. Then, SPratt applies an efficient sequence pattern discovery method to detect patterns common to subsets of these strings. Therefore, the method is particularly suitable for detection of small structural motifs. The common motifs should follow the backbone order.
Recently, a new method for multiple structural alignment has been proposed. 21, 22 Both methods, MASS and our proposed method MultiProt, are capable of detecting structural motifs shared only by a subset of the molecules. The MASS method exploits the secondary structure representation, which aids in filtering out noisy results and in making the method highly efficient. It requires that at least two secondary structure elements (SSE's) be aligned. The method disregards the sequence order of the SSE's. Thus, it can find non-sequential and even non-topological structural motifs.
Here, we propose a method that aims to solve the multiple structural alignment problem with detection of partial solutions. It includes sub-sets detection as well as a detection of small structurally similar motifs. The multiple alignments are achieved by simultaneous structural superposition of input molecules in all possible ways. The only required condition is that at least short contiguous fragments (three amino acids or more) of the backbone chains should be structurally similar. The method computes the best scoring structural alignments, which can be either according to a sequence order, like in sequence alignment, or be sequence-order independent, if one seeks geometric patterns which do not follow the sequence order. Therefore, it is able to detect non-topological similarities and can deal with proteins consisting of several chains.
One of the advantages of our method is illustrated in Figure 1(a, b) . Consider the set of proteins from Figure  1 (a). The goal of our method is to detect local multiple alignments of all four patterns. This is achieved by performing all possible local multiple alignments of ungapped fragments. The final solutions are concluded from these locally aligned multiple fragments. This makes our approach different from existing ones, which generally derive a multiple alignment from the high scoring pairwise superpositions. If a pattern appears more than once in some protein, our method recognizes only one combination of this pattern from all possible appearances, although all sets of possible combinations are reported by the program. Fig. 1 . a: Consider three sequences/structures that share a common pattern X. Applying a pairwise alignment method that detects the most similar common pattern will result in pattern A for S1 and S2, pattern B for S1 and S3, and pattern D for S2 and S3. Therefore, no common pattern can be derived from the patterns A, B, and D. One possible solution is to store two (or more) high scoring solutions for each pairwise comparison. However, in this case the number of iterations to compare all pairwise results to detect the best combination of multiple alignments becomes, theoretically, exponential. b: The goal of the MultiProt method is to detect the local multiple alignments of all four patterns. Pattern X will appear in the multiple alignment of three molecules. Patterns A, B and D will appear in the set of alignments consisting of two molecules. Fig. 3 . Four-helix bundle. a: There are four structures in our study, 1f4n, 2cbl: A, 1b3q, and 1rhg: A. b: Structural alignment between 1f4n, 2cbl: A, 1b3q, 1rhg: A. Four-helix bundle is aligned. c: A multiple alignment of the sequences according to the multiple structural alignment of the 4-helix bundle. Note that the directions are different. Since proteins 1f4n, 1b3q have two chains, it leads to an additional difficulty for sequence alignment methods in identifying a four-helix bundle. 
THE MULTIPROT ALGORITHM
In MultiProt we try to give an efficient heuristic solution to the MSTA problem, which we define as: (*) Given m molecules, a parameter and a threshold value ⑀, for each r (2 Յ r Յ m), find the largest ⑀-congruent multiple alignments containing exactly r molecules.
Here an ⑀-congruent multiple alignment is defined as: given a pivot molecule M 1 and r Ϫ 1 molecules (M 2 , . . . , M r ), we define an ⑀-congruent multiple alignment as a set of r Ϫ 1 3D transformations (T 2 ,. . .,T r ) (T j is a transformation which superimposes molecule M j onto M 1 ) and a set of K r-tuples (aligned points)
e., the matched points are within ⑀ distance from the appropriate pivot molecule point.
This definition is based on the selection of the pivot molecule. In our algorithm, in order not to be dependent on the choice of the pivot, we iteratively choose every molecule to be the pivot one.
The above MSTA problem definition (*) is general and can be applied for comparison of any 3-D objects represented as unconnected point sets in 3-D space. However, we wish to utilize the fact that a protein structure can be represented as an ordered set of points, e.g., by the sequence of the centers of the C ␣ atoms. Thus, we exploit the natural assumption that any solution for the MSTA of proteins should align, at least short, contiguous fragments (minimum 3 points) of input atoms. For example, these fragments could be secondary structure elements which could be aligned between the input molecules. First we detect all possibly aligned fragments of maximal length between the input molecules. Then, we select solutions that give high scoring global structural similarity based on the (*) definition. Aligning protein fragments is not a new idea. It has been previously applied in several methods for pairwise protein structural alignment. 5, 7 In our method we use an algorithm which detects structurally similar fragments of maximal length, i.e., fragment pairs which cannot be extended while preserving ⑀-congruence. 19, 23 For any multiple alignment problem we can always assume that the selected pivot molecule has to participate in all the alignments. If all the molecules are iteratively selected as pivots, then all solutions can be detected. Therefore, our method is based on the pivoting technique, i.e., the rest of the molecules are aligned with respect to the pivot molecule.
The MultipleFragmentAlignment stage detects all aligned fragments with the pivot molecule and then detects all possible combinations of structurally similar fragments between two or more molecules (cuts detection).
The algorithm requires that the pivot molecule participates in the multiple alignments, but it does not require that all input molecules from set SЈ are included in the multiple alignment. In essence, based on fragment alignment, this stage detects a set of multiple transformations
aligns molecules (M i 1, . . . , M i r) with M pivot ). The fragment alignment from the MultipleFragment Alignment stage defines only 3D transformations, but it does not identify which points (amino acids) are matched in 3D space. It only finds that some, possibly very short-3-amino-acid-long, fragments can be matched. Therefore, once multiple transformations are detected, the goal of the GlobalMultipleAlignment stage is to detect the largest structural cores between the aligned molecules. At this stage the sequence order of matched points can be optionally preserved or be sequence-order independent.
Thus, our method detects large partial 1 multiple alignments.
Stage 1. Multiple Fragment Alignment Detection of all fragment pairs
Given a pivot molecule M p , for each molecule M k from the set SЈ we detect all structurally similar fragment pairs between M p and M k . Namely, a structurally similar (or ⑀-congruent) fragment pair is defined as
and has length l). It also satisfies the following condition:
RMSD opt is defined as:
where T is a rigid 3D transformation.
To calculate all ⑀-congruent fragment pairs two options are implemented in the program. One can use an exact algorithm, 2 but in order to achieve a favorable running 1 For the MSTA problem the term partial has two different meanings. First, only a subset of the molecules is aligned. Second, the structural core contains only subsets of the aligned molecule residues. 2 All ⑀-congruent fragments, ͕F i p F j k ͑l ͖͒, can be obtained by an exhaustive verification in polynomial time. time of the program we can apply the same efficient greedy method as in the FlexProt algorithm. 19 We start by aligning a single matching atom pair (v a , u b ), where v a ⑀ M p and u b ⑀ M k . Now, we iteratively try to extend the initial match-list. We do this by adding one matching atom pair to the left and to the right (following the backbone direction) of the current fragment alignment. This is done iteratively, until the RMSD of the fragment alignment exceeds a predefined threshold. That is, we stop when the match list cannot be extended either to the left, nor to the right.
). The process can be viewed as proceeding along the diagonals of the 2D matrix, which represents the indices of M p and M k . Since RMSD can be continuously updated by a constant number (O(1)) of operations at each step, the time complexity of computing F i p F j k (l ) is only O(l) and our greedy iterative approach takes only O(͉M p ͉ ⅐ ͉M k ͉). All presented experimental results are computed with the greedy method.
At the end of this step we have a set of congruent fragment pairs, cut) might grow exponentially with the number of molecules. This is the nature of the multiple alignment problem (there is an exponential number of choices to align ␣-helices from, for example, all-alpha-proteins). We shall return to this problem later in Stage 2 after we explain how to detect the cuts.
From Figure 2 we can observe that it might be possible to extend a given cut to the left and to the right so that the cut contains the same fragments. Thus, we define a locally maximal cut Cut [␣,␤] All possible cuts can be detected efficiently by a simple algorithm which is similar to the sweeping technique from Computational Geometry. 24 The idea is to represent the projections on the x-axis of the fragment start(end)-points as events on the x-axis. The fragments left (right) end-point is the start (end) event. Starting 
Stage 2. Global Multiple Alignment
Consider one of the previously detected cuts, Cut [␣,␤] . One of the possible approaches is to leave the cuts as is, i.e., not to choose the multiple alignment(s) from the set of possible ones of the specific cut (several fragments of the same molecule might be included in the cut). These complete cuts are included in the output of the program. Thus, an end-user can apply additional criteria to filter out the non-relevant fragments (or 3D transformations).
However, our goal is to detect the best multiple alignments based on the global structural similarity, as defined in (*). As we have already pointed out, this is a hard problem, 3 so we provide only a heuristic solution. In this step, we select from every cut only one fragment for each molecule. We aim to perform this selection, in a way that the resulting multiple alignment would give, possibly, the highest score. Namely, given a Cut [␣,␤] 3 In the first two stages we compute a set of transformations. However, even computing all possible transformations will not reduce the complexity of the MSTA problem. The MSTA problem is NP hard even in the case of exact congruence (⑀ ϭ 0). When ⑀ ϭ 0 all possible transformations can be computed in polynomial time (in 3D it is enough to match all possible triplets of points). Therefore to select the correct set of transformations is still a NP hard problem. At this stage of the algorithm every solution for the MSTA problem has a non-ambiguous representation, i.e., each solution contains at most one representative from each molecule. Now, the task is to score these solutions based on the size of the multiple alignment. Notice, that the transformation for each molecule is now fixed, thus we only need to calculate the multiple correspondence size. Computing multiple correspondence is also combinatorially not a simple task. We use very efficient procedure which for small ⑀ produces optimal results. For the details of this procedure see the Appendix in Shatsky et al. 25 To enlarge the obtained solutions we apply an iterative improvement procedure as follows. For each solution, after the multiple correspondence between the pivot molecule with the other molecules is established, we apply a rigid transformation that minimizes the RMSD between the matching points. Then, we compute the multiple correspondence once again and repeat this procedure (the default number of iterations is three).
Solution scoring. When a common geometric core is detected, we compute the multiple RMSD (mRMSD) of the alignment. It is computed as an average of the RMSD values between the geometric core of the pivot molecule M p with the corresponding geometric core of each molecule from the multiple alignment. Thus, solutions are grouped according to the number of aligned molecules and each group is sorted according to the size of the alignment and according to the mRMSD, giving priority to the alignment size.
Optimization schemes and bio-core detection
As described above we treated the problem as a pure geometrical structural alignment. We can apply a somewhat different scoring scheme, which requires that aligned points are of the same biological type (still, the points should be close enough in 3D space). In our method the input points can be either positions of C ␣ or C ␤ atomic centers, or geometric centers of amino acids, or residue specific points (see description in Results section for the case of G-proteins). Therefore, each point represents a specific amino acid and thus, we can require that only points with similar characteristics be aligned. For instance, we can require residue identity matching, but it is usually too restrictive. Thus, we adopted the following classification: hydrophobic (Ala, Val, Ile, Leu, Met, Cys), polar/charged (Ser, Thr, Pro, Asn, Gln, Lys, Arg, His, Asp, Glu), aromatic (Phe, Tyr, Trp), glycine (Gly). Let us name this the bio-core classification.
At Stage-1 the method detects a set of possible multiple transformations, while at Stage-2 the solutions are scored based on the size of the multiple structural alignment. Therefore, we can apply various scoring schemes, like the bio-core classification, to Stage-2 to obtain different solution ranking.
One of the ways used to measure sequence similarity of several proteins is to compute an average sequence identity. However this technique is based on pairwise properties and is dependent on gap penalty parameters. The bio-core classification possibly provides a more robust sequence characteristic than an average pairwise identity, since it is based on multiple structural alignment itself. In case that the bio-core is small relative to pure structural alignment size, then the common sequence properties are evolutionary distant. In addition, an optimization according to the bio-core classification may give a different structure superposition, which may be more appropriate in some cases. In the Results section we calculate the pure geometrical structural alignment as well as the bio-core alignment.
RESULTS
Below we provide, along with known results, new multiple protein structural alignments. We present applications of the MultiProt method for (1) a non-sequential structural similarity, (2) a partial alignment of hinge-bent domains, (3) identification of functional groups of Gproteins, (4) application to the analysis of binding sites, and (5) protein-protein interface alignment. Protein structures are taken from the Protein Data Bank. 30 All experiments were performed on a PentiumIV 1800 MHz processor with 1024 MB internal memory. MultiProt is available for download at http://bioinfo3d.cs.tau.ac.il/MultiProt/.
The program output consists of ten (changeable parameter) highest-scoring results for each number of molecules, i.e., if the number of input molecules is 15, then there are sets of results for 2, 3,. . .,15 aligned molecules. Each result lists (1) 3D rigid transformation for each aligned molecule, (2) matrix of aligned amino acids, (3) RMSD of the multiple alignment (mRMSD), calculated as described above. We nickname the largest structural (bio) core to be struct-core (bio-core).
Comparisons With Other Methods

Pairwise alignment cases
First, we test our method on "hard to detect" pairwise alignments. We repeated the experiment presented in Shindyalov and Bourne. 7 The experiment presents a set of ten protein pairs and pairwise alignments performed by different (pairwise) methods. The results are presented in Table I . Two kinds of MultiProt results are given: alignments which preserve protein backbone order and sequence order independent alignments. As can be observed from the table, our pairwise results are very competitive. The maximal running time (pair 1crl: 534, 1ede: 310) is less than 4 s.
Globins
The globin family has been extensively studied in the literature. 31, 32 We applied MultiProt on seven globin structures (5mbn, 1ecd, 2hbg, 2lh3, 2lhb, 4hhbA, 4hhbB). We compared our results with those obtained in Wu et al. 32 The largest geometrical core detected by their method 32 consists of 105 C ␣ atoms (or "corresponding landmarks" as called in the paper). Our program obtains similar results. The size of the detected common struct-core varied between 93 C ␣ atoms (⑀ ϭ 3 Å) to 111 C ␣ atoms (⑀ ϭ 4 Å). The structural similarity is detected primarily between ␣-helices, while loop regions were left un-aligned. The detected bio-core is comparatively small. It ranged from 18 C ␣ atoms (⑀ ϭ 3 Å) to 31 C ␣ atoms (⑀ ϭ 4 Å). The running time was about 15 seconds.
Comparison with sequence order independent multiple alignment method
A comparison with the results achieved by the MUSTA algorithm, 16 illustrates that our method achieved similar alignment results. The test includes the following cases:
• Serpins family-7apiA, 8apiA, 1hleA, 1ovaA, 2achA, 9apiA, 1psi, 1atu, 1kct, 1athA, 1attA, 1antl, 2antl.
• Serine Proteinase: Subtilases family-1cseE, 1sbnE, 1pekE, 3prkE, 3tecE.
• Calcium-binding: EF hand-like superfamily. The protein 4cpv is from the parvalbu-min family; 2scpA, 2sas, 1top, and 1scmB from the calmodulin-like family; and 3icb from the Cal-binding D9K family.
• TIM-Barrels: The proteins are taken from the seven different superfamilies. See details in Table II. • Helix-Bundle The proteins are taken from the 6 different superfamilies. Details are given in Table II .
In all cases the size of the geometric core is at least the same [see Table III(a) ]. In addition, our method produced high-scoring partial alignments and runs significantly faster (on the same computer).
Comparison with multiple alignments taken from the HOMSTRAD database
The HOMSTRAD 33 database contains multiple alignments of homologous protein families. An average se- To make an adequate comparison we performed the following procedure. From the HOMSTRAD database, for each of the six families we extracted the multiple structural alignments. Then, we computed the alignment size according to the MultiProt scoring method with the default parameters. No optimization on multiple transformations was performed. The computed alignment size represents the scoring of the HOMSTRAD database. Finally, we run MultiProt on the unaligned structures. As can be observed from Table III(b) the performance of both methods is very close.
Applications of MultiProt
Here we demonstrate a variety of biological applications of MultiProt. First some case studies of multiple structural alignments are presented. Then, we show a partial alignment of hinge-bent domains, identification of functional groups of G-proteins and an application to the analysis of binding sites and protein-protein interface alignment. The results are summarized in Table V and VI.
Non-sequential structural similarity
We consider an alignment of a 4-helix bundle. A 4-helix arrangement appears in a large number of proteins. SCOP includes at least 40 folds with a 4-helix bundle. Holm & Sander 28 show an alignment of the Rop protein (1rop) with cytochrome b56 (256b). Both proteins have 4-helix bundle, but the topological arrangement is different, i.e., when the two structures are aligned, at least one helix-pair is aligned in an opposite sequential order. Here we show a multiple structural alignment of four proteins (1f4n, 2cbl: A, 1b3q, 1rhg: A) which share a 4-helix bundle (see Fig. 3 ). Figure 3(c) shows the direction of the protein sequences according to a structural alignment when all four helices are aligned. As one can see the direction is different for the last two helices. Thus, none of the commonly used sequence alignment methods can align simultaneously the four ␣ helices. Figure 3(b) shows a multiple structural alignment with the four helices aligned. See details in Table V .
Superhelix
In this experiment we compare five proteins [1lxa, 1qq0, 1xat, 2tdt, 1fwy(A: 252-328)] from the Superfamily: Trimeric LpxA-like enzymes. Each protein is taken from a different family (for details see Table IV ). While the first four molecules are between 208 and 274 residues long, the last one (1fwy, A: 252-328), is a truncated form and has only 77 residues. Our algorithm detected multiple alignment between all five molecules with struct-core of size 64 with mRMSD 0.9 Å. The bio-core for these molecules consisted of 17 C ␣ -atoms. See the alignment in Figure 4(a) .
Four molecules (the first four) gave 88 (18) C ␣ -atoms in the struct-core (bio-core). Molecules 1lxa, 1qq0 and 2tdt gave 114 (27) C ␣ -atoms in the struct-core (bio-core). (There are additional combinations of the first four molecules which are presented in the solutions). Molecules 1lxa.pdb and 1qq0.pdb gave 143 (62) C ␣ -atoms in the struct-core (bio-core). For the three molecules there are other molecule pairs that gave high similarities. The running time was about 14 seconds. For details see Table V .
Concanavalin A-like lectins/glucanases
From the SCOP database we selected the Concanavalin A-like lectins/glucanases fold (sandwich; 12-14 strands in two sheets; complex topology). This fold contains only one superfamily which includes ten different families. We selected one protein from each family (for details see Table  IV) : 2bqpA, 1gbg, 2galA, 1d2sA, 1sacA, 1a8d: 1-247, 1kit: 25-216, 2sli: 81-276, 6cel, 1xnb.
Aligning all ten molecules results in a geometric core of size 54. Interestingly, Tetanus Neurotoxin (1a8d: 1-247) participated in all alignments containing different numbers of molecules. This protein has five (A, B, C, D, E) ␤-sheets. A, C, and D create almost one ␤-sheet (let us call it S1), and so do B and E (S2). In the alignment of all ten molecules only ␤-sheet C is aligned well (from seven ␤-strands three were aligned well and two received only small partial alignments) and ␤-sheet E obtains only a small partial alignment. Investigating multiple alignments containing fewer molecules, we notice that the common core of ␤-sheet S1 increases and so does that of S2.
See Figure 4 (b) for a geometric core of 6 molecules1a8d: 1-247, 1d2sA, 1gbg, 1sacA, 2galA, 2sli: 81-276. The size of the struct-core is 75 C ␣ atoms with mRMSD 2.0 Å. The bio-core size of these molecules is nine atoms. The running time was 54 seconds. For details see Table V .
Supersandwich
In this experiment we selected from the SCOP database 34 the Supersandwich fold from the All beta proteins class. This fold contains three superfamilies. From each superfamily we selected one protein, ␤-Galactosidase (1bgmI: 731-1023), Chondroitinase Ac (1cb8A: 336 -599) and Copper Amine Oxidase (1oacA: 301-724). Our multiple alignment result contains 118 C ␣ atoms with mRMSD 2.21 Å. ␤-Galactosidase (1bgmI: 731-1023) has 17 strands. Only two strands (914 -921,894 -901) are not in the alignment. This example demonstrates that our method does not totally depend on the order of the residues in the backbone chain. A number of strands were aligned in the opposite order. Below is part of the alignment (notice the alignment between 1bgmI and 1oacA): Table V .
Mixed Experiment
In this experiment, in order to show the power of our method, we included in the input set 18 proteins. Five 6 . The binding site of G-proteins has two functionally conserved amino acids Gln and Arg. In proteins 1agr, 1tad, and 1gfi the conserved amino acids are located on the same chain while in 1tx4, 1grn, and 1wql these amino acids are on different chains. For illustration, 1agr is colored dark-gray and two chains of 1grn are colored light-blue and red. The distance between the C ␣ atoms of the conserved Arg is about 10 ␣, therefore a structural representation with C ␣ atoms is not appropriate. Using the amino acid representation described in text, MultiProt detected correctly the multiple alignment. The functional Gln and Arg were among the 13 structurally aligned residues.
It took only eight minutes for the program to compare these 18 molecules. The multiple structural alignments for three molecules contained an alignment of the Supersandwich family. The results for five molecules contained the alignment of the Superhelix family. The results for six molecules contained the alignment of six proteins from Concanavalin A-like lectins/glucanases family (1a8d: 1-247, 1d2sA, 1gbg, 1sacA, 2galA, 2sli: 81-276), shown in Figure 4(b) . Therefore, MultiProt detected the correct partial alignments. Since both families Supersandwich and Concanavalin A-like lectins/glucanases contain a number of ␤-sheets, 10 -13 molecules contained the mixed alignments of proteins from these two families.
Detection of Partial Solutions
In this example our goal is detection of partial solutions. We have four molecules each with several domains. Some domains are structurally similar. Our task is to identify these structurally similar domains.
The four proteins included in this study are HistidyltRNA Synthetase (1adj), Prolyl-tRNA Synthetase (1hc7), Threonyl-tRNA Synthetase (1qf6), and Glycyl-tRNA Synthetase (1ati). All four proteins have two common domains: Class II aminoacyl-tRNA synthetase (aaRS)-like, catalyic domain, and Anticodon-binding domain of Class II aaRS. For simplicity we call these domains A and B. Proteins 1hc7 and 1qf6 have domains in addition to A and B (see Fig. 5 ).
For the sake of an experiment, we cut domain A from protein 1ati, so only the second domain, B, is left (1ati: 395-505). Our goal in studying such a set of proteins is to identify in all four proteins a common domain B and in the three proteins 1adj, 1hc7, and 1qf6 a common domain A. However, aligning proteins 1adj, 1hc7, and 1qf6 with respect to domain A, does not align domain B at the same time. This is due to a hinge motion between domain A and B. Thus, there is no 3D transformation that simultaneously aligns both domains. Therefore, the problem requires detection of two different solutions (different 3D transformations and an appropriate set of molecules) for recognition of domains A and B. MultiProt successfully carries out this task (see Fig. 5 ).
G Proteins
In this experiment we performed a multiple alignment of six G-proteins. 35 A binding site of these proteins has two conserved amino acids Gln and Arg. In three proteins (1agr, 1tad, and 1gfi) the conserved amino acids are located on the same chain while in the 1tx4, 1grn, and 1wql these amino acids are on different chains. Therefore, no sequence analysis method can detect these structurally conserved functional groups. Thus, to detect this structurally conserved pattern, a proper protein representation should be selected. The distance between C ␣ atoms of the conserved Arg of the first group (1agr, 1tad, and 1gfi) and the second group (1tx4, 1grn, and 1wql) is about 10 Å. Therefore, a method that aligns C ␣ atoms will not be able to recognize the functionally conserved Arg, since a distance threshold of 10 Å is not realistic.
For this experiment we represented the proteins by side-chain specific points. For Phe, Tyr, His, and Pro a geometric center of the ring was selected. Trp, Val, Ile, Thr were represented by a side chain geometric center; Ala, Ser by C ␤ atoms; Gly by a pseudo C ␤ atom; and Cys, Met by a sulfur atom. For Asp, Glu, Lys, Asn, Gln, Arg the last side-chain carbon atom was chosen. Leu was represented by a geometric center of the last three carbon atoms. Using such a representation, MultiProt successfully detected conserved Gln and Arg (Fig. 6) , as well as other 11 amino acids. The selected side-chain specific representation was encouraged by this example. We are currently looking for other cases where such a representation would detect a correct structural alignment of conserved functional residues. Interestingly, multiple alignment using C ␣ atoms produces the same 3D superposition, but as explained above, the functionally conserved arginines are not "detected" to be aligned. This problem could be resolved by applying some post-analysis method. However, using a priori the correct representation is more advantageous, since the chance for false-positive solutions is lower.
PTB Domain
The PTB (phosphotyrosine-binding) domains are particularly interesting. Recent data indicate that these modular domains form part of a superfamily of recognition domains. They can interact with different targets on different parts of their surfaces. While they were originally believed to bind only phosphorylated targets, they are now known to bind also non-phosphorylated targets, some of which lack Tyr altogether. This diverse binding makes them a good case study. The PTB example demonstrates MultiProt's ability to handle protein-binding sites. MultiProt is able to compare all binding sites of available PTB domains, to obtain a consensus, common binding site core.
We selected six proteins (X11 PTB domain 1x11, Irs-1 PTB domain complexed with a Il-4 receptor phosphopeptide 1irs, Shc PTB domain complexed with a trka receptor phosphopeptide shc, Numb PTB domain complexed with a nak peptide 1ddm, Dnumb PTB domain complexed with a phosphotyrosine peptide 2nmb and Evh1 domain in complex with acta peptide 1evh). These molecules were taken from a study by Forman-Kay and Pawson. 36 The first five molecules are from the PTB family, while 1evh is from the EVH family. The detected common structural core contains 66 amino acids. For details see Figure 7 .
Interface Alignment
4
Protein-protein interactions occur on the surface of a protein and are governed by physical-chemical forces. Thus, inspection of protein-protein interfaces should provide clues to the associations between different protein chains. Toward the ultimate goal of understanding how proteins interact, a good starting point is inspection of the interfaces structurally. A protein-protein interface consists of residues that interact with each other across the a-f: Proteins (1ϫ11,1irs,1shc,1ddm, 2nmb, 1evh) are displayed in orientation according to the multiple structural alignment by MultiProt. The common structural core is in red, whereas in gray are the structurally mis-aligned parts. The first five molecules are from the PTB family, while 1evh is from EVH. g: All peptides/ ligands are superimposed according to the same multiple alignment as (a-f). While the first five ligands bind to almost the same surface region, the ligand on the right is taken from 1evh. Comparing structures (a-e) with (f) one can see that the binding site of 1evh is different from others. Fig. 8 .
a-d:
The structural alignments of four different protein-protein interface families. In each figure, in addition to the aligned interfaces, the ribbon diagrams of the two chains that the interfaces belong to are displayed. These two chains are for the representatives of the family. See discussion in the text.
binding interface. At least two chains are involved. To be able to investigate the structural features of interfaces, we use our algorithm, which does not take into account the linear sequence information. Because interfaces are composed of at least two chains, and most of the time only discontinuous segments from each chain are involved in the binding, a structural alignment method that is independent of the order of the residues on the chains is essential. There is another very important point one should be careful in aligning interfaces: chain identities should be taken into consideration. Let us say we have two interfaces: Interface1 and Interface2. The first of these two interfaces is composed of chains ChainA and ChainB, and the latter ChainC and ChainD. If a method aligns the interfaces, all the segments from Chain A should be aligned with segments from ChainC (or ChainD) but not a combination of segments from both ChainC and D. MultiProt has the capability of aligning different interfaces simultaneously taking this criterion into account. With MultiProt, one can also detect sequentially conserved residues at a specific position on the alignments. This is an invaluable tool for finding the conserved residues hot spots at the interfaces.
Here, we apply our algorithm to clusters of proteinprotein interfaces that are pre-filtered so that they are known to share common motifs at their interfaces. Only the interfaces are compared. The remainder of the chains are not considered. Figure 8(a-d) shows alignment of four different families of interfaces. Table VI gives In Figure 8 (b), the interfaces of six serpins are displayed. The red and the cyan residues are the conserved residues of these six families. Note that only the conformations of the side chains of antichymotrypsin (1as4) are shown in the figure. Cyan depicts the conserved residues in Chain A and in red are the conserved residues in Chain B.
In Figure 8 (c), the gray region displays the aligned five interfaces of DNA binding proteins, again the green and red chains are the ribbon diagrams of A and B chains of the DNA clamp 1b77. Figure 8 (d) displays the alignment of eight interfaces for the Lumazine synthase family. The magenta and the cyan regions show the ribbon diagram of the chains A and E of the Lumazine Synthase 1c2y. Gray depicts the interface. All the aligned interfaces have at most 3.5 Å RMSD amongst them. These examples are important, indicating that MultiProt can successfully align interfaces of different sizes and different numbers simultaneously and very efficiently. The interface examples presented here would not be aligned structurally with the other available structural alignment programs since the remainder of the chains would determine the alignments.
CONCLUSIONS
Here we have presented a powerful tool for a simultaneous alignment of multiple protein structures. The advantage of MultiProt over previous methods is a combination of (i) simultaneous structure superposition (no side effects of pairwise alignment methods), (ii) solutions are detected for any number of molecules (separation between more similar structures and outliers), (iii) proteins can consist of several chains, and (iv) the final alignments can optionally preserve the sequence order or be sequence-order independent. That is, MultiProt has the ability to detect non-topological similarities. Consequently, if there are at least three consecutive residues in the match, (v) MultiProt can be applied to multiply-align binding sites. The case studies presented here demonstrate these abilities. Despite the complex task, MultiProt is extremely efficient and is suitable for simultaneous comparison of up to tens of proteins.
Here we presented proteins as rigid molecules. A natural extension of multiple structural alignment is a Flexible Multiple Structural Alignment, where proteins are allowed to undergo hinge bending movements. 23 This work is now in progress.
